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Introduction 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, also known as yeast, has been used for centuries by humans to              

make bread or alcoholic beverages. In more recent times, Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been             

used to study the functions of genes. Saccharomyces cerevisiae has served as a model for the                

eukaryotic system. In particular, the organism’s response to stressors. DNA microarrays have            

been utilized in order to find quantitative data to describe the cellular processes. These DNA               

microarrays have been used to describe the response of Saccharomyces cerevisiae to cold shock              

and heat shock. As a result of this cold shock and heat shock Saccharomyces cerevisiae change                

their gene expression in order to cope with these stressors.  

Students in the BIOL/CMSI 367-01 class performed a statistical analysis in order to find              

which genes changed expression significantly. This produced a list of genes which were             

clustered based on how they were expressed. Dr. Dahlquist’s experiment produced two distinct             

patterns: groups of genes that were upregulated in reaction to cold shock and downregulated in               

reaction to heat shock as well as genes that were downregulated in reaction to cold shock and                 

upregulated in reaction to heat shock. We then needed to determine the function of these genes                

by utilizing the Gene Ontology, which explains the function of the genes. There was a Gene                

Ontology Term related to each cluster which communicated the function of the genes. Next, we               

needed to determine which transcription factors were causing the changes of the genes. Our Data               

Analyst utilized YEASTRACT to determine what the transcription factors were turning on and             

off. The results of this analysis spawned a network of transcription factors. These YEASTRACT              

results were required to determine which networks were causing the gene expression to be              



upregulated or downregulated. These networks were then put into a mathematical model in order              

to see whether or not they are turning on or off a gene. This network could then be visualized on                    

GRNSight. 

As members of the Page Design Team, we were tasked with the designing and coding of                

an auxiliary page for GRNSight. An auxiliary page that would display relevant information of              

the transcription factors in the network displayed on GRNSight. The students of BIOL/CMSI             

367-01 determined that the relevant information that needs to be displayed on the auxiliary page               

is as follows: corresponding gene ID’s of the transcription factors from each database, the              

description and function of the transcription factor from Ensembl, the transcription factor DNA             

sequence from Ensembl, the transcription factor protein sequence from UniProt, the locus tag of              

the transcription factor from NCBI, alternative names of the transcription factor from NCBI, the              

regulation of the gene from SGD, the interaction of the transcription factor from SGD, similar               

proteins from Uniprot, the gene ontology of the transcription factor from SGD, and the matrix               

ID, class heat shock factors, family HSF factors, sequence logo,frequency matrix and the             

consensus sequence from JASPAR. This auxiliary page creates a single location where biologists             

can go to find relevant information of transcription factors.  

 

Designer Materials, Methods, Results & Discussion 

I had the opportunity to be the designer for our project, which let me simultaneously tap                

into my artistic background and learn what it takes to put together code for a webpage. To begin                  



my part of the assignment, I went back to the “Class Journal Week 9” page on our LMU BioDB                   

2017 wiki. The class journal assignment for Week 9 was to reflect on the “My Favorite Gene”                 

project and identify two personal favorite pages (as well as why the chosen favorite pages were                

particularly appealing). I made a simple tally to showcase the popularity of each gene page. The                

ASP1 page was mentioned ten times by students, making it the most liked page out of the                 

different projects. The SPT15 and ACT1 pages tied, with five votes each. They were followed               

with CLN1 in fourth place-- four votes.  

While there was an overwhelming response towards SPT15, I didn’t feel that it was the               

best page to model our project after. Instead, I tried to pull together a consensus on qualities that                  

the class liked in the gene pages. I found that everyone wanted something that was organized and                 

clear. Pages were mentioned because they didn’t have too much going on, meaning that anything               

too fancy or distracting was going to be a miss. Yet, I did note that people wanted something that                   

looked professional and slightly stylized. Anything that appeared to be an information dump on a               

white background was not going to satisfy the class. 

I decided to base our page off of the ACT1 page. This may appear to be a biased                  

decision, because I worked on this page in the middle of the semester with Eddie Bachoura.                

However, I mostly acquired the biology research component of our ACT1 project, so the base of                

the design was truly created by him. I think that the drop down bars keep the page clean but                   

interesting. The subtle hints of color via the links at the top add something different, without                

taking away from the academic nature of the website.  



I quickly sketched out the design so that our coder, Arash, would have a copy on paper. It                  

looks as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

Once Arash was able to do the setup for the page and explain it to me, he asked me to                    

develop a logo for the top layout on Adobe Illustrator. I set up Illustrator with a 0.5 by 6 inch                    

graphic template. I knew that it needed to be simple. Arash mentioned the idea of an eye for the                   

GRNSight logo. After deciding on a font for the title, I used the shaper tool to make a transparent                   

eye to layer over the green background. I added in the website description and the small detail of                  

the white bar, and then I layered the graphic with a transparent light green rectangle. This would                 

probably be a fairly easy task had I known how to use Illustrator beforehand, but it was brand                  

new to me. Luckily, it turned out well and I emailed the saved SVG (Scalable Vector Graphic--                 

so that there would not be a loss of image quality) to Arash. He notified me that he received it                    

and that it worked. He then implemented it. Below is an image of the logo I created,                 

implemented on the page. 



 

Coder Materials, Methods, Results & Discussion 

As the Coder for this assignment, I was        

tasked with providing a template page that hosts all         

the information pulled by the API teams and        

provide selectors for the Integration team to know        

where to place the information on the page. The         

first part of this process involved looking at all the          

previous web pages made by our fellow classmates and determine that the ACT1 page designed               

by Eddie Bachoura was the most aesthetically pleasing and informative design. Based on the              

preliminary design our designer, Nicole, made on paper. I began writing a basic html document               

based on her design which served as the foundation for the rest of the page.  

After that was laid out and uploaded, I was in constant back and forth with the integration                 

team to ensure that I had all the right selectors for them to be able to place all the relevant                    

information. Furthermore I spent time with fellow student and Biology major Katie Wright and              

was informed on how the page layout could be further optimized to host information that               

biologists want to see. As someone who is not very well versed in biology, this was very helpful.                  

Afterwards, I had to make the page look less plain and more effective to the user, as previously                  

most of the information was just laid out in html paragraph tags. The way the data was laid out                   



before being stylized using bootstrap worked, but did not make for a very enjoyable reading               

experience.  

The final design eventually    

had distinct colors on each tab, which       

stayed within the theme of the gene       

ID’s that were colored since the      

beginning. I realized that for much of       

the page, a description list would be       

the most effective way of laying out the information as generally that’s what they were, a list of                  

descriptions.  

 

Above, you can see the final result and some of the corresponding code. I used html                

comments to clarify anything that would potentially be unclear for others who wanted to read the                



page. One of the last things I had to do was let Blair and Zach (the coders from the integration                    

team) know that they had to remove all the strings that their objects returned as I decided it                  

would look better if I placed the strings on the page myself. I felt bad doing this because I had                    

previously requested they do the exact opposite, but thankfully it was not a very long process.                

Below you can see the code for the element that the interaction team placed on our template                 

page. As you can see, there is no string being returned in the final version; before there was a                   

““Affinity Capture RNA “ +” within the text parenthesis, this was ultimately the best design               

choice.

 

There were similar stylistic additions and changes throughout the page for all the             

elements that successfully got returned by the API calls. The very last element I added was at the                  

recommendation of Blair, who designed the ACT 1 page, and that was to add a fluid-container                

tag to the entire body so the page wouldn’t be stuck to the margins, and this really helped make                   

the page more pleasing to browse. 

Workflow for the Coder/Designer: 

 

 

 

 



 

Data Analyst Materials, Methods, Results and Discussion 

I analyzed data from a DNA microarray, gathered by Dr. Dahlquist’s lab. I started with               

data for which the red/green fluorescence ratios had already been normalized. My first step was               

to download the Excel spreadsheet with the data. I was focused solely on the strain with a CIN5                  

deletion, so I deleted the data from the other strains. After that I found p-values for the number of                   

genes affected by the temperature change in that strain. The p-values had different parameters              

and each of them resulted in different percentages of the geneset which were affected by the                

change, the specific processes I followed are located in my Week 8 page. 

After finding the p-values, I loaded the data into the Short-Time series Expression Miner              

(STEM) software. This program created clusters of genes which changed expression similarly to             

each other. It also labelled the seven most significant clusters (called “profiles”) in color. I chose                

profile #22 to analyze further. This profile came with a Gene Ontology term list, containing               

terms related to the genes in the profile and their expressions. The processes I followed for                

running STEM are outlined in my Week 10 page. 

From the STEM results of profile #22 I found a list of transcription factors which were                

connected to each other. I did this by using YEASTRACT, specifically their “Rank by TF”               

feature. Once I had the list, I used the YEASTRACT Gene Regulation Matrix feature to create a                 

mathematical model of how the transcription factors related to each other. This model was then               

made readable by GRNSight. I uploaded it into GRNSight to transform the mathematical data              



into a visual map. Next, I used MatLab to add weights to the map so that the magnitude and                   

direction of each relationship would be shown on the GRNSight map via different colors and               

sizes of arrows between the transcription factors. The processes of using YEASTRACT,            

GRNSight, and MatLab are all in my Week 14 page. 

The first part of my process involved using Excel to find p-values for the dCIN5 dataset.                

I found the number and percentage of genes at multiple p-value limits, as well as corrected                

p-values. I then compared that data to the results from the wild-type strain and compared the two.                 

In both, the Bonferroni-corrected p-value gave      

the least number and percentage of significantly       

affected genes. This is because the      

Bonferroni-corrected p-value has the most     

stringent criteria for significance of any of the        

types. The comparison between the two strains       

is shown in Table 1.  

After finding those results, I ran the data through the STEM software. This created              

clusters of genes based on how they changed        

expression. The seven most significant clusters,      

called profiles were put in color. This is shown in          

Figure 1. I chose one of those seven most significant          

profiles to analyze further. I chose profile #22, which         

is shown in green in Figure 1, and more close-up in           



Figure 2. I chose profile #22 for a few reasons.          

For one, this profile contained many genes,       

which I thought would give me more accurate        

results as well as Gene Ontology terms which        

could be used to determine how those genes        

work in relationship to each other. Another       

reason I chose this one was because of the         

interesting expression pattern it showed. The      

genes in this profile seem to only change in expression at the 90 minute mark, during the                 

recovery period after the cold shock, at which point they show an increase in expression and then                 

a decrease by the 120 minute mark. The STEM software also came up with a Gene Ontology                 

(GO) term list for each of the significant profiles. This contains terms related to the genes in the                  

profile and their expressions. A portion of the GO list from profile #22 is shown in Figure 3.                  

Some of the gene ontology terms from profile #22 included “response to stress” and “cellular               

response to toxic substance”. These seem to indicate that the genes in this profile did change                

expression in response to some sort of stress, mostly likely the stress from the cold shock. 

 



The next part of my process was to load the information from profile #22 into               

YEASTRACT, in order to get a list of significant transcription factors in this profile. This               

resulted in a list of transcription factors, part of which is shown in Table 2. Three of those                  

transcription factors, CIN5, ZAP1, and     

GLN3 were kept in the list because       

those were analyzed by the other Data       

Analysts in our Biological Databases     

class. I used the list of transcription       

factors to create a mathematical gene      

regulation matrix in YEASTRACT.    

This matrix was read by GRNSight and transformed into an understandable map. However, this              

first map did not show the magnitudes or directions of the interactions between transcription              

factors. It only showed thin gray arrows to indicate that there was an interaction, shown in Figure                 

4. This issue was corrected with the use of MatLab to add weights and colors to those lines. The                   

final result was a map with colored lines of varying thicknesses, shown in Figure 5. The different                 



colors of the lines represent up (pink) or down (blue) regulation of the genes. The thicknesses of                 

the lines represents the magnitude of the expression change.  

The final graph from GRNSight is useful in seeing how these transcription factors affect              

each other. It is interesting to see that some of the transcription factors have large blue arrows                 

indicating they are being repressed. They also have large pink arrows going away from them,               

indicating they are inducing a different gene, while being repressed themselves. In addition, most              

of the lines are blue, indicating that most of these transcription factors were repressed during the                

experiment. In the future, it may be possible to see more information about these genes and how                 

they interact with each other by clicking on the transcription factors or the lines themselves. 

Conclusion 

The journal club presentation that the designer and coder were tasked with was a              

presentation about Data-Driven Design. The article provided went in depth about all the methods              

that could potentially be used by web developers for figuring out the best layout for their pages.                 

Most of the material the designer and coder covered was interesting and potentially useful in               

their prospective future careers as a computer scientist and studio artist, but not immediately              

applicable to the current project simply due to a lack of resources and time. Having said that, the                  

coder and designer did do some trial and error with design choices by talking to the biologists of                  

the class and watching how they used the page and listened to the feedback they provided, so in                  

that sense we did follow data-driven design. As more elements are brought onto the page, there                

are going to be more design choices future developers working on this site can add, given that                 

they have a good idea of what biologists want out of the page. 



In regard to the Data Analyst and Quality Assurance/Project Manager, the journal club             

article proved to have some differences and similarities to the results the Data Analyst found.               

The journal club article we reviewed also utilized Gene Ontology terms in order to determine               

which helped them find the transcriptional factors which were responsible for the increased             

fitness of the wine strain of yeast they used in their experiment. Gene Ontology terms were also                 

utilized in our analysis to find which functions were related to corresponding clusters of genes.               

Pizarro et al. also found two distinct patterns within the clusters of their genes: genes that were                 

upregulated when the temperature was decreased and downregulated when it was increased as             

well as genes that were downregulated when the temperature was decreased and upregulated             

when it was increased. This suggests that our analysis is consistent with previous studies.              

However, Pizarro et al. performed an experiment where there was an initial heat shock rather               

than a delayed heat shock. Our work further expands on the findings of the article because we                 

have created a single page where biologists can go to find information regarding transcription              

factors of genes related to stress such as heat and cold shock. This creates a potential backbone                 

for the industry and makes gene regulatory networks to be easily accessible to every scientist               

interested. We’ve laid grounds for a tool that could be used all over the world; a tool that will aid                    

in further research and potential findings. 
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